
Skin Peels 
Acne & Scar Treatment 

Laser Hair Removal 
Microdermabrasion 

Body Wraps 

Elemis Bespoke Facials 
Mother To Be Massage 

Advanced Waxing 
HD Brows 
3d Lashes 

Make Up / Tan / Gel Nails  

(Lisa Du�y Waring)
Anti-Wrinkle Injections

Semi Permanent Make Up  
Lip & Cheek Enhancement 

Colonic Hydrotherapy 
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Fertility

Arvigo Maya Massage
Pregnancy Massage

Cellulite & Inch Loss Treatment 

1 Surrey Street | Lisburn Road | Belfast BT9 7FR
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Kiss lengthy make up routines
goodbye with this get up and go
technique of having a Semi
Permanent Make Up Treatment.

Permanent Make Up (also known as 
Micropigmentation,
MicroBlading, Semi-Permanent
Make Up) is a form of cosmetic
tattooing that can last up to
several years. Tiny dots of pure,
hypo-allergenic pigment are
inserted at high speed into the
outer layer skin to give an effect
that mimics the appearance of
natural hairstroke brows,
perfectly defined ‘liquid’ eyeliner and 
balanced, volumised lips infused 
with colour as well as other medical 
camouflage and correction effects.

Microblading
Also known as eyebrow
embroidery is a fantastic
treatment for anyone looking to
improve or enhance the
appearance of their eyebrows. It
is a means of implanting pigment 
under the epidermis using a 
specially designed tiny blade which 
leaves thin realistic hair strokes 
for a natural finish. With this 
method, Judith can create almost 
any look, from a very natural, light 
finish to a beautifully bold brow.

Nano Brows
Pigment is implanted slightly
deeper into the skin, therefore 
is a longer lasting alternative
to microblading.

Ombré brows
Also known as powdered brows
create a soft misty styled brow
similar to the look of make up
meaning the tails of the brow are 
darker, and fade into a light start 
to the brow, giving it a very subtle 
look.

Eyeliner
From subtle to dramatic, eyelash 
enhancement or eyeliner can 
dramatically define eyes, creating 
great looks that are long lasting 
and always perfect.

Lip Blush & Liner
Gloss and go! This treatment will 
enhance the shape and colour of 
your lips making them luscious!
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To get booked in for a FREE 
Consultation call us on 
02890681066 or email us on 
info@skinmedispa.co.uk

BROW BANANZA! ! !

£50 OFF
BESPOKE SEMI 

PERMANENT MAKE UP
Home of Bespoke Semi Permanent Make Up by

Judith Mulgrew, to celebrate 10 years in business
Skin Medi Spa are offering readers of Ulster Tatler

£50 off any semi permanent make up treatment.


